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1. INTRODUCTION

1

2
3
4

1.

The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (“PIAC”) 1 files this Application under the
Telecommunications Act 2 and pursuant to the CRTC Rules of Practice and
Procedure 3 (Rules of Procedure) regarding certain provisions of Québec Bill 74
promulgated by the Province of Québec, (“Province of Québec”).

2.

Bill 74 was adopted on 17 May 2016 and assented to on 18 May 2016.
provisions in issue are not yet in force.

3.

Bill 74 purports to allow the Province of Québec to authorize gambling websites, to
identify unauthorized gambling websites, and to notify Internet service providers
(“ISPs”) to “block access” to unauthorized gambling websites within 30 days of receipt
of a notice from Québec. The relevant passages of Bill 74 are appended hereto as
Appendix “A”.

4.

Telecommunications undertakings in Canada that interconnect across provincial or
international borders are subject to federal jurisdiction and regulated by the Canadian
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (the “CRTC” or
“Commission”). 4 The courts have consistently recognized the exclusive federal
jurisdiction in respect of telecommunications carriers.

5.

Section 36 of the Telecommunications Act explicitly prohibits “Canadian carriers”,
which are subject to the legislative authority of Parliament, to “control the content or
influence the meaning or purpose of telecommunications carried by it for the public”
unless they seek prior approval of the Commission. The power to grant permission to
influence the meaning or control the content of telecommunications is at the core of
the federal power over telecommunications.

6.

Bill 74 directly conflicts with section 36 of the Telecommunications Act, and trenches
on exclusive federal jurisdiction over telecommunications. Bill 74 frustrates the
Canadian telecommunications policy objectives expressed in s. 7 of the
Telecommunications Act. Bill 74 also presents a compliance challenge to ISPs
operating in Québec. Finally, Bill 74 threatens constitutionally-protected free speech.

7.

PIAC therefore requests that the Commission declare that Bill 74 is unconstitutional
and ultra vires the Province of Québec and a violation of the Charter. PIAC also

The

PIAC is a non-profit organization that provides legal and research services on behalf of
consumer interests, and, in particular, vulnerable consumer interests, concerning the provision
of important public services. See Public Interest Advocacy Centre, online: http://www.piac.ca.
S.C. 1993, c. 38.
SOR/2010-277.
Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-291, Obligation to serve and other matters, 3 May
2011, at para. 4.
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requests that the Commission declare that any application made under section 36 of
the Telecommunications Act 5 by a Canadian carrier in purported observance of Bill 74
will, without more, be denied. PIAC also requests that the Commission issue an
interim injunction to all ISPs and WSPs operating in Quebec enjoining them from
blocking online gaming websites, and from taking any steps precedent to blocking the
aforementioned online gaming websites. The requested injunction would apply
pending the repeal, substantial amendment (to remove any blocking or similar
requirement that trenches on federal jurisdiction over telecommunications) or
declaration of unconstitutionality, reading down or other invalidation by any competent
Canadian superior or federal court of sections 260.33 through 260.38, and 277(h) of
the Quebec Consumer Protection Act. 6 Finally, PIAC requests its costs for bringing
this application.
8.

In addition, as a courtesy to the Province of Québec, PIAC has served by e-mail its
Attorney General, Minister of Public Security (responsible for the Régie (Alcools,
Courses et Jeux)) and the Minister of Finance (responsible for the Société (LotoQuébec)). PIAC has as a similar courtesy served the Attorney General of Canada.
There is no requirement in the Telecommunications Act nor in the Canadian Radiotelevision and Telecommunications Commission Act to notify attorneys-general that
there is a constitutional question before the CRTC.

9.

PIAC is serving this application on WSPs and ISPs that we believe are operating in
Quebec. PIAC believes that its distribution list covers most of the major WSPs with
Quebec operations. As required by the Rules of Procedure, a copy of this application
has been placed on PIAC’s website.

2. FACTS

5
6

7

10.

On 17 May 2016, the Province of Québec passed Bill 74, Loi concernant
principalement la mise en oeuvre de certaines dispositions du discours sur le budget
du 26 mars 2015 [English title: An act respecting mainly the implementation of certain
provisions of the Budget Speech of 26 March 2015]. 7 On 18 May 2016, the Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of Québec gave Royal Assent and brought into force the
majority of Bill 74.

11.

To date, the Province of Québec has not yet brought into force the new provisions of
the Québec Consumer Protection Act (“QCPA”) that purport to require ISPs and
WSPs to block certain gambling websites and content. Instead, under s. 225, article
4 of Bill 74, new section 12 of that Act (which contains the changes to the QCPA
Telecommunications Act, S.C. 1993, c 38, s 36.
Loi sur la protection du consommateur, [English: Consumer Protection Act], R.S.Q., c. P-40.1,
ss 260.33-260.38 and 277(h) [hereafter “QCPA”].
S.Q. 2016, c. 7. Hereafter “Bill 74”.
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detailed below) will come into force on a date or dates to be determined by the
government. 8
12.

The proposed changes to the QCPA read as follows:

260.33. For the purposes of this Title, “online gambling site” means a website
on which a person may make wagers and bets through an interactive
mechanism.
260.34. An Internet service provider may not give access to an online
gambling site whose operation is not authorized under Québec law.
260.35. The Société des loteries du Québec shall oversee the accessibility of
online gambling. It shall draw up a list of unauthorized online gambling sites
and provide the list to the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux, which
shall send it to Internet service providers by registered mail. The receipt notice
or, as the case may be, the delivery notice serves as proof of notification.
260.36. An Internet service provider that receives the list of unauthorized
online gambling sites in accordance with section 260.35 shall, within 30 days
after receiving the list, block access to those sites.
260.37. If the Société des loteries du Québec becomes aware that an Internet
service provider is not complying with section 260.36, it shall report the noncompliance to the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux. In such a case,
the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux shall send a notice to the noncompliant Internet service provider and send a copy of the notice to the
Société des loteries du Québec.
260.38. For the purposes of this Title, the Régie des alcools, des courses et
des jeux and the Société des loteries du Québec may enter into an
agreement on the frequency at which the list of unauthorized online gambling
sites is to be updated and sent and on any other terms relating to the carrying
out of this Title.
[...]
277. Every person who
[…]
(h) contravenes section 260.36,
is guilty of an offence.

13.

9

In the “Notes explicatives/Explanatory notes” to the Bill, is a description of the effect
of these changes and the purported effect of the Bill:
Troisièmement, dans le but de contrôler l’offre de jeux d’argent en ligne, la loi
modifie la Loi sur la protection du consommateur afin d’obliger les
fournisseurs de services Internet à bloquer l’accès aux sites illégaux de jeu
d’argent inscrits sur une liste établie par la Société des loteries du Québec.

8
9

See Bill 74, s. 225, para. 4.
Consumer Protection Act, R.S.Q., c. P-40.1, ss. 260.33-260.38 and 277(h); implementing Bill
74, s. 12. See also Appendix A.
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Elle prévoit que la Société fera rapport à la Régie des alcools, des courses et
des jeux lorsqu’un fournisseur ne se conformera pas à la loi. La Régie aura la
responsabilité d’aviser le fournisseur de son défaut. De plus, elle accorde au
président-directeur général de la Société ou à la personne qu’il désigne des
pouvoirs d’enquête afin de s’assurer du respect de la loi.

To monitor online gambling, the Consumer Protection Act is amended to
require Internet service providers to block access to illegal gambling sites
entered on a list drawn up by the Société des loteries du Québec, which must
report to the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux if service providers
fail to comply with the Act. The Régie will be responsible for informing service
providers of their non-compliance, and the president and chief executive
officer of the Société or a person the latter designates is granted investigation
powers to ensure compliance.

14.

To sum up, sections 260.33 through 260.38 purport to require ISPs and WSPs
operating in Québec to block their customers’ access to certain online gambling sites
in Quebec, as designated by a list drawn up by the Société des loteries du Québec.
The Société will advise the Régie of violations by ISPs and the Régie des alcools,
des courses, et des jeux will investigate. Section 277(h) makes it an offence for an
ISP to not block such websites as designated on this list.

15.

Under s. 278 of the QCPA, any violation of s. 277 can result in a fine (for a
corporation) from $2,000 to up to $100,000 per violation. In the case of a repeat
offence, this fine is doubled, from $4,000 to up to $200,000.

16.

PIAC presently is unaware of any ISP or WSP operating in Québec that has, to date,
blocked any access to any gambling website or other website. We understand that
the Régie is in the process of drawing up this list and while that is occurring, these
sections, although passed, will not be proclaimed for anywhere from 6 months up to
18 months. 10 However, PIAC is concerned that ISPs and WSPs will be forced to
begin planning and configuring and testing blocking systems, buying equipment,
hiring personnel to administer the list and block the relevant websites (steps
precedent to blocking). It is our understanding – and we contend – that the lead time
before such changes to ISP and WSP operations are likely already happening or will
be very shortly.

17.

PIAC contends that any steps an ISP or WSP takes towards preparing for this law
hurts consumers. All expense, all testing, all staff that may be unnecessary should
this law be declared unconstitutional or be repealed will inevitably be paid for by

10

See P. Couture, “Loto-Québec a maintenant le feu vert pour identifier et bloquer les sites
illégaux de jeux de hasard en ligne offerts au Québec.” (27 May 2016) online:
http://www.journaldequebec.com/2016/05/27/a-la-chasse-aux-sites-illegaux and CARTT,
“Quebec passes web-blocking legislation; ISPs will have to do the dirty work” (31 May 2016)
online: https://cartt.ca/article/quebec-passes-web-blocking-legislation-isps-will-have-do-dirtywork
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customer rate increases and possibly in reduction in other services or reduction in
network performance. All affected consumers also will lose their ability to access the
content of their choice on the internet and will have their freedom of expression
curtailed.
18.

As a result of ISPs and WSPs adhering to, or preparing to adhere to, the Consumer
Protection Act amendments, therefore, all subscribers/users/customers of these ISPs
and WSPs, or subscribers who directly or indirectly access the Internet through
networks that these ISPs or WSPs run in Quebec, will suffer such consequences. All
customers also will no longer be able to access the listed online gambling sites
through their service provider. While this latter result is obviously the intent of the
provisions, PIAC submits that by requiring WSPs and ISPs to block sites, Bill 74
places WSPs and ISPs in the position where they inevitably will contravene section
36 of the federal Telecommunications Act, unless they seek approval of the
Commission.

19.

Section 36 prohibits a “Canadian carrier” to influence or interfere with the content or
meaning of telecommunications except upon prior authorization of the Commission.
To our knowledge, no Canadian carrier ISP nor WSP has yet applied for nor obtained
such authorization from the Commission. If any such ISP or WSP has, or will request
such permission to interfere with telecommunications for this purpose, PIAC hereby
requests that the Commission deny any such request, for the reasons below.

3. GROUNDS OF APPLICATION

A. Bill 74’s purported blocking requirement directly conflicts with Section 36 of the
Telecommunications Act and is unconstitutional

20.

11

Bill 74, purportedly requires any “Internet service provider” (s. 260.35 of the proposed
amendments to the QCPA) to “block access” to the proposed list of “unauthorized
online gambling sites in accordance with s. 260.34”. This provision, as well as the
related sections of the QCPA noted above, is in direct conflict with s. 36 of the
Telecommunication Act. It is, no matter its intended purpose, ultra vires the Province
of Québec, as an attempted exercise of the federal power over the control of content
of telecommunications. 11 It is unconstitutional on a division of powers analysis.

See Rogers Communications Inc. v. Châteauguay (City), 2016 SCC 23 (16 June 2016).
Hereafter “Rogers v. Châteauguay”.
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21.

PIAC hereby asks that the Commission make an explicit ruling on this aspect of the
constitutionality of the purported Québec law and to declare it is unconstitutional.
Such a ruling will assist ISPs operating in Québec to determine how to react to this
purported Québec law and will allow customers of these ISPs to have continued
access to the entire internet free of potential unconstitutional interference from
provincial governments.

Pith and Substance
22.

Interjurisdictional immunity is not in issue here – the provincial law is directly in
conflict with the federal Telecommunications Act (for a parallel with the
Radiocommunication Act, see Rogers v. Châteauguay at para. 46): the pith and
substance of the requirement on an ISP to block internet traffic is not the protection of
the health and well being of residents nor the control of gaming within the province
but, rather, an effort to control the content of telecommunications, a federal power
delegated directly to the CRTC in s. 36 of the Telecommunications Act.

23.

In other words, the dominant purpose of Bill 74’s efforts to block website access is
precisely to control telecommunications and content on telecommunications and not
health and safety in relation to gambling. That this is so is belied by the fact that the
Province of Québec seeks not to ban online gambling but to corral it into a regulatory
scheme and in fact into an internet portal (Espace Jeux of Loto-Québec) from which
the provincial government can derive fees. Therefore the Province of Québec cannot
claim to be exercising an ancillary power under its constitutional authority over local
matters (health and safety) in the province.

24.

Finally, PIAC notes the recent warnings of the Supreme Court of Canada regarding
the pith and substance analysis in relation to the concept of “co-operative federalism”
in Rogers v. Châteauguay (at para. 39):
[39]
However, although co operative federalism has become a principle
that the courts have invoked to provide flexibility for the interpretation and
application of the constitutional doctrines relating to the division of powers,
such as federal paramountcy and interjurisdictional immunity, it can neither
override nor modify the division of powers itself. It cannot be seen as
imposing limits on the valid exercise of legislative authority: Quebec (Attorney
General) v. Canada (Attorney General), at paras. 17 19. Nor can it support a
finding that an otherwise unconstitutional law is valid.

25.

PIAC submits that the present effort of the Province of Québec with Bill 74 is precisely
the sort of situation where a claim of “co-operative federalism” should not be used to
mask a blatant effort to “override [or] modify the division of powers itself” or to
“impos[e] limits on the valid exercise of legislative authority” as expressed in the
Telecommunications Act and in particular, s. 36.
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Interjurisdictional Immunity

26.

Even if the Quebec legislation is not in pith and substance a control of the content of
communications, it impairs a core federal power, namely the CRTC’s jurisdiction to be
the sole body to determine how telecommunications is routed.
Rogers v.
Châteauguay, at para. 59, notes a two stage test to determine if interjurisdictional
immunity applies. First, the “core” of a legislative power of one level of government
must be “trenched” upon by the other’s purported law. The second step is to
determine if it is a serious impairment. This is precisely the case here, where the
CRTC’s control of telecommunications facilities, interconnection and routing are all
seriously threatened by this provincial interference which seeks to direct the opposite
effect to that produced under s. 36 of the Telecommunications Act (which generally
prohibits interference with telecommunications). This is a serious interference with a
core federal power.

27.

The Supreme Court of Canada in Rogers v. Châteauguay also notes that in general
the doctrine of interjurisdictional immunity generally will not be applied in the absence
of precedent. 12 However, there are precedents directly for the control of
communications being sought here – and PIAC relies upon the one the Supreme
Court of Canada did to ground its decision in Rogers v. Châteauguay: the Privy
Council decision in Toronto (City) v. Bell Telephone Company of Canada [1905] A.C.
52.

28.

Specifically, that case found that regulation of telecommunications facilities (erection
and placement of telephone poles on city streets) were under the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada, not the provincial legislatures. In order to
block transmissions as improperly requested by Bill 74, telecommunications facilities
will have to be used, modified or added. The situation of telephone poles in 1905 is
analogous to the control of internet communications with electronic switches and
computers in 2016. This is a precedent.

29.

In addition, in the Bell case in the Privy Council, an “ingenious” argument that certain
of the communications within a province were “local” and thus subject to provincial
jurisdiction was dismissed (at para. 10):
10 (1.) It was argued that the company was formed to carry on, and was
carrying on, two separate and distinct businesses - a local business and a
long-distance business. And it was contended that the local business and the
undertaking of the company so far as it dealt with local business fell within the
jurisdiction of the provincial legislature. But there, again, the facts do not

12

See Rogers v. Châteauguay at para 61: “This is why the application of the doctrine of
interjurisdictional immunity is generally reserved for situations that are already covered by
precedent.”
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support the contention of the appellants. The undertaking authorized by the
Act of 1880 was one single undertaking, though for certain purposes its
business may be regarded as falling under different branches or heads. The
undertaking of the Bell Telephone Company was no more a collection of
separate and distinct businesses than the undertaking of a telegraph
company which has a long-distance line combined with local business, or the
undertaking of a railway company which may have a large suburban traffic
and miles of railway communicating with distant places. The special case
contains a description of the company's business which seems to be a
complete answer to the ingenious suggestion put forward on behalf of the
appellants.

30.

This type of argument is likely the foundation of any jurisdictional claim of the
Province of Québec, namely, that somehow telecommunications are divisible such
that any “local” ones within the province can be controlled by provincial legislation.
They cannot.

31.

This opinion is bolstered by the Supreme Court of Canada decisions in Alberta
Government Telephones v. Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications
Commission, [1989] 2 S.C.R. 225, [1989] S.C.J. No. 84, at paras. 65-101 and
Téléphone Guèvremont Inc. v. Quebec (Régie des télécommunications) [1994] 1
S.C.R. 878, [1994] S.C.J. No. 31 at para. 1: the question of the scope of s. 92(10)(a)
of the Constitution Act, 1867 in relation to telecommunication providers and their
networks (even existing only within a province) that allow interconnection
interprovincially and internationally is settled: it is wholly a federal matter.

32.

The Internet is now the sina qua non for interprovincial and international
communication. All ISPs and WSPs operating in Quebec connect to the Internet, a
global “network of networks” employing common communications protocols. There is
no question the Internet is the essence of such interprovincial, international
interconnection.

33.

Any attempt by the Province of Québec to block websites through the vehicle of
requirements on ISPs or WSPs is clearly an “impairment” of those
telecommunications service providers’ activities, but more importantly is a clear
impairment of the CRTC’s power to regulate the flow and routing of
telecommunications traffic. 13

34.

The Commission has authority of approval of any interference with, or control over,
the meaning and content of telecommunications under s. 36 of the
Telecommunications Act. Such power, which resides exclusively in the CRTC, is
directly and specifically impaired by the provisions of Bill 74. PIAC therefore submits

13

See Quebec (Attorney General) v. Canadian Owners and Pilots Association, 2010 SCC 39,
[2010] S.C.R. 536 at paras. 45-52 and Ryan, Michael H., “Telecommunications and the
Constitution: Re-Setting the Bounds of Federal Authority” (2010), 89 Can. Bar Rev. 695 at
715.
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that under the doctrine of interjurisdictional immunity Bill 74 is clearly unconstitutional
and of no force or effect.

Federal Paramountcy
35.

PIAC also has attached a legal opinion originally commissioned by Bell Canada and
PIAC on provincial legislative efforts in the wireless space from the Commission’s
initial Wireless Code proceeding as Appendix B. The Bell-PIAC opinion contains
argument on federal paramountcy in the telecommunications sphere that is also
applicable to the current application and it is hereby adopted and argued as a further
basis for declaring Bill 74 unconstitutional.

36.

As noted in that opinion:
This doctrine [of federal paramountcy] applies to render inoperative any
provincial legislation inconsistent with federal legislation — or subordinate
regulation enacted by an administrative agency — to the extent of the
inconsistency. [footnote omitted]
As already noted above, federal paramountcy will be triggered if there is an
operational conflict between federal and provincial laws, such that a
telecommunications company cannot comply with both, or if the provincial
laws frustrate the federal purpose in the area of telecommunications.

37.

It is PIAC’s submission that the application of Bill 74 would frustrate the purpose of s.
36 of the Telecommunications Act, which is to allow the Commission only to
determine, upon application of the relevant Canadian carrier, if any interference with
content or meaning of telecommunications is to be permitted.

38.

PIAC also submits that should the Commission find as requested below that it should
not, no matter the constitutionality of Bill 74, accept website blocking for the purposes
outlined in Bill 74, then it would be impossible for ISPs and WSPs to both comply with
Bill 74 and section 36. This conflict also would trigger the doctrine of federal
paramountcy.

B. The Commission should not approve any blocking requests under section 36 of the
Telecommunications Act

39.

PIAC also notes from a policy standpoint that if blocking as purportedly required
under Bill 74 is permitted there likely will be an unending stream of provincial
“consumer protection” or indeed any other regulatory goals that will “justify” similar
attempts to block telecommunications. PIAC in its work in payday loan regulation has
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already come across discussions about the possibilities of attempting to block, for
example, online payday lenders.
40.

This result would be akin to censorship in aid of other goals. Parliament has clearly
designated the CRTC in s. 36 as the body that must do the difficult weighing of social
objectives with the need for open and accessible telecommunications networks.
However, Parliament has not authorized CRTC to change the division of powers.
Therefore CRTC must also respect the federal jurisdiction over telecommunications
(as found by the SCC) to be exclusive. The CRTC can only permit blocking when
convinced that the blocking would clearly further the policy objectives of the
Telecommunications Act (and not any other provincial acts, which are irrelevant).
PIAC submits that in interpreting the policy objectives, there are no such overriding
arguments for blocking telecommunications and that rather, the policy objectives
support the denial of s. 36 approval to block traffic for this purpose.

41.

Blocking online gambling sites without express prior permission of the Commission,
as Bill 74 purportedly requires ISPs and WSPs operating in Quebec to do, violates
section 36 of the Telecommunications Act. Section 36 provides the following:
36. Except where the Commission approves otherwise, a Canadian carrier
shall not control the content or influence the meaning or purpose of
14
telecommunications carried by it for the public.

42.

The rest of this section will discuss (1) the definition of "Canadian carrier" and its
significance in s. 36; (2) the concepts of "control the content or influence the meaning
or purpose of telecommunications carried"; and (3) the Commission’s approach to
approval under s. 36.

43.

First, all of the named ISPs and WSPs in this application either are a “Canadian
carrier” or interconnect with a Canadian carrier in order for that ISP or WSP to
complete any Internet transmission.

44.

A "Canadian carrier" for the purposes of section 36 is defined by the
Telecommunications Act as "a telecommunications common carrier that is subject to
the legislative authority of Parliament". 15 The Act in the same section defines a
"telecommunications common carrier" as "a person who owns or operates a
transmission facility used by that person or another person to provide
telecommunications services to the public for compensation". "Person", in the Act,
"includes any individual, partnership, body corporate, unincorporated organization,
government, government agency and any other person or entity that acts in the name
of or for the benefit of another, including a trustee, executor, administrator, liquidator
of the succession, guardian, curator or tutor". A “transmission facility” is defined as
“any wire, cable, radio, optical or other electromagnetic system, or any similar

14
15

Telecommunications Act, S.C. 1993, c. 38, s. 36.
Telecommunications Act, SC 1993, c 38, s 2(1).
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technical system, for the transmission of intelligence between network termination
points, but does not include any exempt transmission apparatus.”
45.

Many of the larger ISPs and WSPs party to this application are Canadian carriers as
they own or operate physical telecommunications transmission facilities in Canada
and in Quebec. These Canadian carriers could seek approval of the Commission to
block website access.

46.

Some of the smaller ISPs and WSPs or those operating in Quebec outside of their
“home territory” may, however, operate by interconnecting with, leasing service from
or purchasing wholesale internet or wireless access from a Canadian carrier. These
other telecommunications carriers commonly are referred to by the Commission
globally with Canadian carriers as “telecommunications service providers”.

47.

“Telecommunications service provider” is defined in the Telecommunications Act as “a
person who provides basic telecommunications services, including by exempt
transmission apparatus”. As noted by Ryan, 16 there is thus a category of “nonfacilities-based telecommunications service providers” or “NFB TSPs” which, although
they are not defined as such by the Act, do in fact engage in “telecommunications
service” which is defined by the Act as: “a service provided by means of
telecommunications facilities and includes the provision in whole or in part of
telecommunications facilities and any related equipment, whether by sale, lease or
otherwise”. 17 Many of these are ISPs.

48.

PIAC submits that the Commission only has authority to allow a Canadian carrier to
“control the content or influence the meaning or purpose of telecommunications
carried by it for the public”. In other words, non-Canadian carriers (the other TSPs
referred to above) cannot seek such approval. Those NFB TSPs therefore cannot
even seek permission to interfere with telecommunications under s. 36 and must
always pass the public traffic on their network (subject to any conditions that the
Commission might impose under its other regulatory authority).

49.

Therefore only the Canadian carrier ISPs and WSPs can seek s. 36 approval.

50.

One result, therefore, of the purported effect of Bill 74 would be to place NFB TSPs
(referred to in Bill 74 as “ISPs”) in the impossible position of being supposedly
required to block websites under Bill 74 while being prohibited from seeking approval
to block under s. 36 of the Telecommunications Act.

51.

Turning now to the Canadian carrier ISPs (including WSPs offering data access to the
Internet and thus effectively functioning as wireless ISPs), it should be noted that
blocking of any telecommunications, including online gambling sites, without prior
authorization of the Commission would constitute an activity that contravenes section
36 of the Act. The Commission has, thus far, been extremely clear that blocking is

16
17

See Ryan, “Telecommunications and the Constitution”, supra, at p. 702.
Ibid.
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unlawful interference with content or meaning of telecommunications and has
declared it will not, without significantly more justification, grant approval to block
under s. 36.
52.

In Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-657, Review of the Internet traffic
management practices of Internet service providers ("the ITMP Framework"), the
Commission "note[d] that the majority of parties are in agreement that actions by ISPs
that result in outright blocking of access to content would be prohibited under section
36 unless prior approval was obtained from the Commission". 18 The Commission then
found "that where an ITMP would lead to blocking the delivery of content to an enduser, it cannot be implemented without prior Commission approval". 19 Ryan summed
up the pertinent part of this decision in the leading telecommunications law text:
“Blocking would amount to controlling the content and influencing the meaning and
purpose of the traffic" 20—and thus be subject to section 36 of the Act. PIAC contends
that Bill 74 unquestioningly calls on ISPs and WSPs to block content in this manner.

History of CRTC’s Application of s. 36
53.

To determine the scope and interpretation of section 36, and the Commission’s
proper approach to it, it is useful to review its history and application by the
Commission.

54.

In Telecom Decision 84-18 - Enhanced Services, the Commission made reference to
s. 8 of the Bell Canada Act (the predecessor section to s. 36). The Commission held
Bell should not be permitted to engage in electronic publishing involving editorial
control over content or in creation or distribution of own data bases, and that the
principle of separation of control over carriage and content should apply to all
federally regulated common carriers.

55.

This decision reflects the policy thinking of the time that the scope of the common
carriage obligation embodied in s. 8 of the Bell Canada Act (later s. 36) would go so
far as to oblige the company to have structural separation between its content and
carriage businesses. This attitude was eventually reversed by the Commission in
Telecom Decision 94-19, below.

56.

In Telecom Decision 88-16 - Bell Canada - ALEX Market Trial, the Commission noted
that the provision of the electronic Yellow Pages directory by Bell might violate s. 8 of
the Bell Canada Act. Again, this decision reflected a concern with structural
separation to avoid excessive market control by a Canadian carrier.

18
19
20

ITMP Framework, at para 121.
Ibid., at para 122.
Ryan, Michael H., Canadian Telecommunications Law and Regulation (Toronto: Carswell),
looseleaf, at §730, 7-106.9.
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57.

In Telecom Letter Decision 92-5 - Re: 976 Services - Billing and Collection, the
Commission refused to permit Bell Canada to revise its billing arrangements with 976
service providers to include the ability of Bell Canada to block sexually explicit or
implicit messages. This is one of the most on-point decisions of the Commission on
s. 36 in relation to the matter of this application. The Commission stated in relation to
s. 36 in this context that:
. . . the very fact that the grounds for discrimination are based solely on
content is objectionable, in the Commission's view. In these circumstances,
the Commission finds that the discrimination has not been justified.
[. . .]
. . . such refusal based solely on content could amount to controlling the
contents or influencing the meaning or purpose of messages, contrary to
section 8 of the Bell Canada Act.

58.

This decision sets the bar very high for any telecommunications carrier that wishes to
interfere with “content” over its network.

59.

In Decision 94-19 - Review of Regulatory Framework, the Commission signaled its
willingness to consider applications under s. 36 to allow carriers to provide their own
content over their networks. The Commission’s concerns, at that time, were with
vertical integration, cross-subsidy and access. However, as the Consumer Groups
noted in its argument in CAIP v Bell, 21 times have changed, such that carriers now do
have the capability of interfering with communications in real-time via deep packet
inspection and similar technologies.

60.

Similarly, in Decision 98-9 – Regulation under the Telecommunications Act of Certain
Telecommunications Services offered by “Broadcast Carriers” the Commission
granted interim approval under s. 36 to continued provision by “broadcast carriers” of
full channel TV services.

61.

In Decision 99-4 - Stentor - Request for Approval under Section 36 of the
Telecommunications Act the Commission granted approval to involvement by
Canadian carriers in content of their own internet services. No analysis beyond that
in Decision 94-19 was given.

62.

The other key decision, for the purposes of this application, regarding the scope of s.
36 and its interpretation is contained in a Letter Decision from Diane Rheaume,
Secretary General of the CRTC to J. Edward Antecol dated 24 August 2006, 22 (the
“Antecol Letter”).In this decision, the Commission declined an application purportedly
made under s. 36 to have the Commission proactively authorize ISPs to block certain
websites alleged to constitute hate speech. The Commission made these comments:

21

22

Part VII Application by CAIP regarding Bell Peer-to-peer Bandwidth Throttling and DPI Comments of the Consumer Groups, July 3, 2008, at paras. 19-33. Online:
http://www.crtc.gc.ca/public/partvii/2008/8622/c51_200805153_1/923474.zip
File No.: 8622-P49-200610510. Online: http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2006/lt060824.htm
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The Commission notes that section 36 of the Act would not allow it to
require Canadian carriers to block the web sites; rather, under section
36 of the Act, the Commission has the power to permit Canadian
carriers to control the content or influence the meaning or purpose of
telecommunications it carries for the public. The scope of this power
has yet to be explored. [emphasis added.]

63.

Therefore, section 36 does not provide the Commission jurisdiction to directly order
the blocking of websites, only, upon application by a Canadian carrier, “to permit
Canadian carriers to control the content or influence the meaning or purpose of
telecommunications it carries for the public”. As noted, in the ITMP decision, the
Commission stated that blocking would constitute control of content or influence on
the meaning of telecommunications and would require approval. That approval (for
blocking) has never to date been given.

64.

The Antecol Letter and ITMP decision establish that simple blocking of Internet
websites or services prima facie violates s. 36 of the Telecommunications Act and
that any provider seeking to exercise such a level of control would have to apply
under s. 36 for approval so to do. It also expresses the Commission’s fairly recent
view that the scope of s. 36 “approval” and the criteria for doing so when there is a
prima facie violation of the section has not yet been defined by the Commission.

65.

However, what the Antecol Letter does not establish is that there is any exception to
s. 36 for controlling content, even if “harmful” – indeed, even if otherwise specifically
criminal, without a clear (constitutional) statutory prohibition of transmission of such
material. That is, at the first level of analysis, even content as harmful as alleged
hate crime, cannot permit a carrier to executorially interfere with transmission of that
content.

66.

The Commission therefore has never authorized in the past outright blocking
requests brought by private parties despite the alleged importance of blocking access
to harmful materials.

67.

The only difference in the present case is that a provincial government has indirectly
supported an eventual request by a Canadian carrier by purporting to “require” ISPs
operating within Quebec to block traffic. As argued above, these pretended
requirements are wholly unconstitutional. Therefore, PIAC contends that the CRTC
may disregard the request to block (Bill 74) and ignore the seeming conflict of laws –
as Bill 74 is constitutionally inoperative.

68.

Further, even if the Commission considers the desired effect of Bill 74 in an
application by a Canadian carrier (that relies only upon the desire to block gambling
websites without explicitly relying upon Bill 74) this application should be rejected for
the reasons given in the Antecol letter (the Commission is not a moral
telecommunications police force) and for the reasons outlined below.
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69.

The Commission has rarely used s. 36 to approve interference with
telecommunications – and never outright blocking. As noted above, in the ITMP
decision, the CRTC indicated that blocking would be prima facie violating s. 36 and
that the Commission, without more, would not authorize it.

70.

In addition, approving such blocking would both run counter to several section 7
Telecommunications Act policy objectives and also run counter to the ITMP
Framework; would support an unprincipled approach to Internet access; and would
set a dangerous precedent going to broader issues of censorship and government
control over freedom of expression. These issues are discussed below.

Bill 74 frustrates the Canadian telecommunications policy objectives
71.

Granting approval to outright blocking of content run counter to the
telecommunications policy objectives stated in sections 7(a), 7(b), 7(c) and 7(h) of the
Telecommunications Act. Section 7(a) requires facilitating “a telecommunications
system that serves to safeguard, enrich and strengthen the social and economic
fabric” of Canada; section 7(b) requires carriers “to render reliable and affordable
telecommunications services of high quality accessible to Canadians in both urban
and rural areas in all regions of Canada;” section 7(c) requires the Commission “to
enhance the efficiency and competitiveness … of Canadian telecommunications;”
while section 7(h) requires the telecommunications system “to respond to the
economic and social requirements of users of telecommunications services”.

72.

Transmitting content is the raison d’etre of telecommunications services; this means
that granting section 36 approval would run directly counter to the policy objective in
section 7(b) of the Act: “to render reliable and affordable telecommunications services
of high quality”. 23 A telecommunications service provider that blocks legal content
requested and transmitted over their network is an unreliable service provider
providing sub-standard service. The very point of an Internet service provider, the
reason a contract exists between the ISP and the user, and what the ISP accepts
monetary compensation for, is to provide access to the Internet.

73.

Next, granting section 36 would impair the policy goal found in section 7(c): “to
enhance the efficiency and competitiveness…of Canadian telecommunications”. 24
Granting section 36 approval would be technically inefficient. Bram Abramson, Chief
Legal and Regulatory Officer to the ISP TekSavvy Solutions Inc., explained the
technical difficulties in implementing the blocking involved in this proceeding:
“We would have to re-engineer our network to basically segregate out Quebec
and set up different servers for our Quebec users. Basically we would have to
do a whole bunch of pirouettes that will cost us significant time and money for

23
24

Telecommunications Act, SC 1993, c 38, s 7(b).
Telecommunications Act, SC 1993, c 38, s 7(c).
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something that will be ineffective.” Plus, he said, users could simply change
their settings so that their ISP does not act as their DNS (domain name
system) server—which matches website names with corresponding Internet
protocol (IP) addresses and helps direct traffic to the right location—and the
25
blocking would be ineffective.

74.

As indicated by Mr. Abramson’s statement, blocking would introduce unnecessary
and unjustifiable inefficiencies into both the demand and supply sides of the Canadian
telecommunications system—through impacting ISPs’ operations and networks, and
incenting users to put time and effort towards setting up workarounds, not to mention
any resources put towards enforcement. Blocking content only in Quebec would also
impair competition by unfairly disadvantaging ISPs who happen to serve users in
Quebec, compared to rivals in service areas outside of Quebec.

75.

Turning last to s. 7(a) and s. 7(h) and the economic and social aspects, in
proceedings such as Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2015-134, Review of
basic telecommunications services, the CRTC has established the now fundamental
role of Internet access in safeguarding, enriching, and strengthening Canada’s “social
and economic fabric.” This fabric is often characterized as rooted in a free and open
democracy, and that entails preserving a free and open telecommunications
backbone. ISPs blocking otherwise legal online content, however, weakens
democratic values such as freedom of expression and access to information, in a way
that undermines Canada’s social and economic fabric. Additionally, unprincipled
blocking as in this case runs contrary to users’ social and economic requirements,
such as the ability to connect over common interests, make financial decisions for
themselves, and trust a telecommunications provider to do the job the user is paying
it for: transmit content untouched.

Bill 74 threatens constitutionally-protected free speech.
76.

In addition to being constitutionally invalid by virtue of a direct conflict with exclusive
federal jurisdiction, Bill 74 threatens constitutionally-protected free speech and is
therefore contrary to free expression rights in s. 2(b) of the Charter.

77.

PIAC believes that the Commission can take notice of the vital role that the Internet
plays in the preservation and promotion of fundamental human rights, including
freedom of expression.

78.

The importance of maintaining a free and open Internet, subject to constitutionally
reasonable limits in respect of legitimate purposes regarding law enforcement and

25

Christine Dobby, “Quebec plan to block gambling sites draws cries of censorship,” Globe and
Mail
(13
November
2015),
online:
<http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-onbusiness/quebec-plan-to-block-gambling-sites-draws-cries-of-censorship/article27259448/>.
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hate speech, are well documented by numerous legal experts and scholars, 26 jurists 27
and telecommunications experts.
79.

In the United States for example the Supreme Court found the 1996 Communications
Decency Act’s provisions seeking to protect minors from harmful material on the
Internet to be constitutionally invalid because it was overbroad despite the
legislation’s legitimate purposes. 28 In PIAC’s view, this case, from twenty years ago,
illustrates an early recognition of the fundamental importance of free speech online.

80.

As former CRTC National Commissioner Timothy Denton, as he then was, wrote:
“History shows that schemes of regulation – and censorship – have a tendency to
expand […].” 29

81.

If Québec is found competent to indirectly licence the forms of communication that
may take place online, PIAC believes other provinces will follow suit for various
reasons (fiscal or otherwise) in developing schemes of regulation and censorship that
will impair free speech.

82.

Irwin Toy Ltd v Quebec (AG), [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927 does not assist the Province of
Québec. The speech purportedly being controlled by Bill 74 affects choices and
preferences of the public and is not one way, advertising speech. It is two-way,
internet-delivered speech.

83.

PIAC does not argue the Oakes test at this stage. Should any party disagree that
interference with freedom of expression guaranteed under s. 2(b) of the Charter is
justifiable under s. 1 of the Charter, we shall address that argument in our reply
comments.

Bill 74 is practically unworkable
84.

26

27

28
29

As alluded to above in the quote from Mr. Abramson, efforts to block public access to
websites also would be technically ineffective. Customers could easily use a different
DNS server than their own ISP’s to circumvent blocking done on this basis.
Customers also could employ a virtual private network (VPN). VPN communications
are typically encrypted and would not, absent extremely intrusive efforts, be
controllable by ISPs or WSPs. Blocking all VPNs would be an overbroad response by
ISPs or WSPs that would catch other telecommunications and would inadvertently
See e.g., Michael Geist, “Lawsuits put online free speech at risk”,
https://www.thestar.com/news/2007/04/30/lawsuits_put_online_free_speech_at_risk.html ;
Roach K. and D. Schneiderman, “Freedom of Expression in Canada”, (2013), 61 S.C.L.R. (2d)
429 – 525.
See e.g., The Hon. Mr. Justice John Sopinka, “Freedom of Speech and Privacy in the
Information Age”, 15 September 1997.
https://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/96-511.ZS.html
Broadcasting Regulatory Policy CRTC 2009-329, Review of broadcasting in new media, 4
June 2009, Concurring opinion of Commissioner Timothy Denton (Revised as of 8 July 2009).
Online: http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2009/2009-329.htm
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interfere with other telecommunications and content and would restrict unaffiliated
speech.
85.

Deep packet inspection (DPI) to look for content affiliated with gambling would run
afoul of the Commission’s own ITMP framework, which forbids using DPI for anything
but network management and even then, only at a very high (shallow packet
inspection) level.

86.

Finally, the Province of Québec has no regulatory or policy tools in the area of
telecommunications to use in pursuing its technical goals. The CRTC would be called
upon to be the enforcer of this purported provincial law and would face incessant
inquiries, applications and calls for enforcement of the purported law as well be
required to adjudicate adequacy of the efforts to block websites – a messy and
inefficient result.

87.

In brief, there is no overwhelming policy goal that would justify the drastic step of
approving blocking of certain content from the Internet, whether to enable Bill 74 or as
a moral or public policy goal. The Commission has no evidence of such a need and
PIAC submits that such evidence would have to be of an evil so overwhelming that it
trumped the rights of all users of the Internet for otherwise lawful purposes and
expression – an extremely high, most likely constitutionally impossible, barrier.
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4. RELIEF SOUGHT

88.

Based on the foregoing, PIAC requests the following relief:
(i).

A declaration that the provisions of Bill 74 purporting to require ISPs and
WSPs to block certain websites is unconstitutional (ultra vires) and contrary to
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and therefore of force or effect;

(ii).

A declaration that any application by a Canadian carrier under s. 36 which
seeks to block public access to any websites listed by the Quebec Régie or
Loto-Quebec or the Government of Quebec, as the case may be, under the
purported authority of Bill 74 will, without more, be denied.

(iii).

An interim injunction enjoining all ISPs or WSPs operating in Quebec from
actually blocking, or taking any steps preparatory to complying with Bill 74 to
block, any gambling websites, pending the repeal, amendment, reading down
or other judicial invalidation of sections 260.33 through 260.38, and 277(h) of
the Quebec Consumer Protection Act, whichever occurs first.

(iv).

In accordance with the CRTC Rules of Practice and Procedure, PIAC’s costs
in bringing and arguing this application.

Test for injunction

89.

In order to give effect to the second last ground of relief, it is necessary to establish
the grounds for the granting of an interlocutory injunction.

90.

The Commission recently set out its test for interim injunctions, as follows:
To assess applications for interim relief, the Commission’s practice is to apply
the criteria set out by the Supreme Court of Canada in Manitoba (Attorney
General) v. Metropolitan Stores (MTS) Ltd. [1987] 1 S.C.R. 110, and modified
in RJR-MacDonald Inc. v. Canada (Attorney General) [1994] 1 S.C.R. 311.
These criteria (the RJR-MacDonald criteria) are that (i) there is a serious
issue to be determined, (ii) the party seeking the interim relief will incur
irreparable harm if the relief is not granted, and (iii) the balance of
convenience, taking into account the public interest, favours granting the
interim relief. To be successful, an applicant must establish that it meets all
30
three criteria.

30

CRTC, “Commission Letter Addressed to William Sandiford (Canadian Network Operators
Consortium Inc.) and Natalie MacDonald (Eastlink), 31 August 2015, in Part 1 Application by
CNOC - Request for relief with regard to the pricing and availability of Eastlink’s cable retail
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91.

The facts of this proceeding have created a situation that meets all three criteria.

92.

First, Internet service providers blocking particular websites due to government
blacklisting is a serious issue to be determined. As discussed with respect to the
ITMP Framework decision and Telecommunications Act policy objectives above, such
a possibility threatens the fundamental role of the Internet in citizens’ lives, and their
ISPs’ ability to appropriately fulfill that role. ISP content blocking violates principles of
net neutrality and an open Internet, 31 freedom of expression, and access to
information, all of which are pillars of Canada’s social, economic, and political fabric.
Such a break from currently established and hard-won legal principles could have farreaching consequences in multiple areas of law beyond telecommunications, such as
Charter rights, 32 labour law, 33 criminal law, 34 and constitutional law. 35 Furthermore, the
Commission has established that “[t]he threshold for a finding that there is a serious
issue to be tried is low. Generally, if an application is not clearly frivolous, it will meet
this standard.” 36 This low standard combined with the high stakes suggest that the
case at hand meets the first criteria for interim relief.

93.

Second, Canadian consumers and the Canadian public generally will incur
irreparable harm if the relief is not granted. This is because granting the
unprecedented ability to block online content would “violate the first rule of the
Canadian Internet”, 37 as Michael Geist asserted, and open a particularly devastating
Pandora’s Box. History suggests that once authorities are given new or expanded
powers, even in cases framed as special, temporary, or for a state of emergency only,

31

32
33

34

35

36
37

Internet access services for resale by ISPs – CNOC’s request for Interim Relief [“Commission
Letter, CNOC’s request for Interim Relief”].
Michael Geist, “Quebec Law Would Violate First Rule of the Canadian Internet,” Michael Geist
(2 December 2015), online: <www.michaelgeist.ca/2015/12/quebec-law-would-violate-firstrule-of-the-canadian-internet>.
Dobby, supra.
“Telus cuts subscriber access to pro-union website,” CBC News (24 July 2005), online:
<http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/telus-cuts-subscriber-access-to-pro-union-website1.531166>; “To Censor Pro-Union Web Site, Telus Blocked 766 Others,” The Tyee (4 August
2005), online: < http://thetyee.ca/News/2005/08/04/TelusCensor>.
See, e.g., the controversy over sections 17 and 18 (repealed in 2015) of the Digital Economy
Act 2010 in the United Kingdom, which empowered the Secretary of State to “make
regulations about the granting by courts of injunctions requiring the blocking of websites that
infringe copyright”. Deregulation Act 2015, UK 2015, c 20, s 56. Copyright infringement is a
criminal offence in the United Kingdom, and while this is not currently the case in Canada,
allowing any blocking of online content by an ISP due to government-designated
“unauthorization” would set a dangerous precedent that could easily descend to this point.
Government of the United Kingdom, “Intellectual Property Crime and Infringement,” Gov.UK
(12 May 2014, last updated 22 February 2016), online:
<https://www.gov.uk/guidance/intellectual-property-crime-and-infringement>.
ISP X would violate constitutional law by blocking access to certain sites to fulfill a provincial
request, Bill 74, in direct violation of federal law, the Telecommunications Act, within an area
where the province has no jurisdiction—telecommunications.
Commission Letter, CNOC’s request for Interim Relief.
Geist, supra.
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those new powers are rarely, if ever, clawed back. Little evidence assures us that this
would not happen with ISP content blocking. 38
94.

In addition, any efforts of ISPs and WSPs in preparing to block content will, as noted,
transfer immediately into higher rates or poorer service for consumers. Such losses
are difficult to compensate: it would be administratively complex and inefficient to
attempt to calculate refunds for any rate increases resulting from these preparations.
Further, any degradation of service (either due to resources being diverted from
normal network management to the blocking project or due to permanent reduction in
service – such as slowing traffic in order to filter it for gambling content) could not be
effectively compensated.

95.

Lastly, as noted, building the infrastructure for consumer surveillance is a harm that is
likely irreparable. It is extremely likely that any such infrastructure will not be
removed from the network once installed. This vastly increases the risk to consumers
of future surveillance (either corporate or state) and destroys consumer privacy.

96.

Third, the balance of convenience, taking into account the public interest, favours
granting the interim relief. Interim relief in the form of an injunction against blocking, in
this case, would preserve the status quo, while withholding such relief would create
the risks and inefficiencies mentioned above.

97.

Finally, at the moment, consumers in Quebec can access these websites so this
situation would simply continue – with no inconvenience or confusion on the part of
consumers. Likewise, serious efforts to accommodate a very suspect law could be
avoided by ISPs and WSPs until the status of the law was more certain.

98.

Finally, PIAC notes that the Quebec government is not attempting to protect its
citizens from gambling (through a ban). It is attempting to regulate access of its
citizens to gambling. Indeed, our understanding is that it seeks the ability to
“authorize” gambling websites in Quebec and provide them only via Loto-Quebec’s
“Espace-Jeux” website. Presumably there will be fees and other requirements to be
so enshrined. This is a less noble pursuit than attempting to shield its citizens from
the evils of gambling. Therefore, we submit that the Quebec government’s interest
should be viewed in this practical light and discounted relative to the communications
freedom of its citizens. As the Province of Québec presently does not derive revenue
in this manner, and the ISPs and WSPs face considerable costs to implement
blocking, an injunction merely preserves the status quo, meaning the balance of
convenience favours an injunction.

38

See, for example, concerns as articulated in a separate legal proceeding involving blocking of
online content: Sunny Dhillon, “Google loses appeal in B.C., forced to block tech company
from search,” Globe and Mail (11 June 2015), online:
<http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/google-loses-appeal-in-bc-forced-toblock-tech-company-from-search/article 24933607/>.
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99.

The balance of convenience then, between the status quo of granting interim relief
and the high public interest stakes implicated in setting a precedent for ISP blocking,
weighs on the side of the Canadian public, meeting the third criteria of the test.

100. Taking all of the above into account, the situation at hand meets all three criteria for
interim relief and we request that the Commission so enjoin all ISPs and WSPs
operating in Quebec.
101. The requested injunction would apply pending the repeal, substantial amendment (to
remove any blocking or similar requirement that trenches on federal jurisdiction over
telecommunications) or declaration of unconstitutionality, reading down or other
invalidation by any competent Canadian superior or federal court of sections 260.33
through 260.38, and 277(h) of the Quebec Consumer Protection Act.

5. CONCLUSION
102. PIAC urges the Commission to take action on this application and to expeditiously
decide the issues. PIAC views the purported Québec law as destabilizing of the
telecommunications regulatory sphere and is concerned about the consequences of
internet censorship in pursuance of other regulatory goals.

***End of document***
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Appendix “A” – Relevant passages of Bill 74 as adopted 18 May 2016

CHAPTER III
CONSUMER PROTECTION IN ONLINE GAMBLING
CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
12. The Consumer Protection Act (chapter P-40.1) is amended by inserting the
following after section 260.32:
“TITLE III.4
“ONLINE GAMBLING
“260.33. For the purposes of this Title, “online gambling site” means a website on
which a person may make wagers and bets through an interactive mechanism.
“260.34. The Société des loteries du Québec shall oversee the accessibility of online
gambling. It shall draw up a list of online gambling sites not authorized under the laws
of Québec and provide the list to the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux,
which shall notify it to Internet service providers.
“260.35. An Internet service provider that receives the list of unauthorized online
gambling sites in accordance with section 260.34 shall, within 30 days after receiving
the list, block access to those sites.
“260.36. If the Société des loteries du Québec becomes aware that an Internet service
provider is not complying with section 260.35, it shall report the non-compliance to the
Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux.
In such a case, the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux shall send a notice to
the non-compliant Internet service provider and send a copy of the notice to the
Société des loteries du Québec.
“260.37. For the purposes of this Title, the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux
and the Société des loteries du Québec may enter into an agreement on the frequency
at which the list of unauthorized online gambling sites is to be updated and sent and
on any other terms relating to the carrying out of this Title.”
13. Section 277 of the Act is amended by adding the following paragraph after
paragraph g:
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“(h) contravenes section 260.35.”
14. Section 278 of the Act is amended by replacing “g” in the first paragraph by “h”.
15. Section 292 of the Act is amended by inserting “, except Title III.4,” after “to
supervise the application of this Act” in paragraph a.
16. Section 305 of the Act is amended by replacing “respecting any Act or regulation
the application of which is under the supervision of the Office” in the first paragraph
by “under the Office’s jurisdiction”.
17. Section 352 of the Act is amended by adding “, except Title III.4, the application of
which is under the responsibility of the Minister of Public Security if it concerns the
responsibilities of the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux, and under the
responsibility of the Minister of Finance if it concerns the responsibilities of the
Société des loteries du Québec” at the end.

***END OF APPENDIX “A”***
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Appendix “B” – Legal Opinion filed by Bell Canada and PIAC in

[Please see next page.]
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